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Background
There has been an unprecedented level of interest in
banks’ financial statements during the last few years.
Debate has taken place at G20 meetings and in
parliamentary enquiries and stories about banks,
including their reported performance, feature daily
in our newspapers. The new Interim Financial Policy
Committee (FPC) and the Financial Services Authority
(FSA) are taking an active interest in information
reported by banks. Given this scrutiny, it is timely to
take a step back and evaluate the UK banks’ most
recent annual reports. The key objective of this review is
to provide insights and information on various aspects
of UK banks’ financial and non-financial reporting from
their 2011 annual reports. Our review focuses on the
six main UK listed banks: Barclays plc (Barclays), HSBC
Holdings plc (HSBC), Lloyds Banking Group plc (LBG),
the Royal Bank of Scotland Group plc (RBS), Santander
UK plc (Santander) and Standard Chartered plc
(Standard Chartered). We highlight some of the new
disclosures and areas where there is likely to be more
change in the future.
The UK’s major banks have recognised the importance
of making their annual reports clear and concise to
satisfy the needs of different users including shareholders,
regulators and analysts. There has been a concerted
effort to improve the disclosures provided in annual
reports with continued dialogue between the banks
and the UK regulators.
As the financial crisis has segued into a sovereign debt
crisis attention needs to be paid to developing
disclosures that enable the market to understand the
issues and risks faced by banks. As far as possible these
disclosures need to enable readers to draw comparisons
between the banks. Shareholders’ and other
stakeholders’ interests change rapidly and it is vital that
these disclosures evolve in response to the economic
environment.
Reporting initiatives
There were a number of international and UK initiatives
to improve the level and consistency of disclosures
during the 2011 reporting season. These included the
following:
• In March 2011 the Financial Stability Board (FSB)
published its thematic review of 2009 financial
statements. A number of the themes emerging from
that review are recognised in enhanced disclosures in
2011 annual reports.

• In December 2011, the Basel Committee on Banking
Supervision published proposed disclosure requirements
aiming to improve the transparency and comparability
of a bank’s capital base.
• The European Securities and Market Authority (ESMA)
issued two Public Statements in July 2011 and
November 2011 on the need for increased
transparency in relation to issuers’ exposure to
sovereign debt1.
• Throughout 2011, the FSA outlined significant areas for
further disclosure such as sovereign debt and country
exposures, liquidity and funding risk and impairment
judgements particularly the significance of forbearance
activities as highlighted in its October 2011 publication:
‘Forbearance and Impairment Provisions’.
• During 2011 and the first half of 2012, the UK’s
Financial Reporting Council (FRC) issued further
consultations and reports on disclosures included in
financial reports and also reminded directors of their
financial reporting responsibilities. This work included:
– A report titled ‘Cutting Clutter: Combating Clutter in
Annual Reports’ (April 2011);
– ‘An Update for Directors of Listed Companies:
Responding to Increased Country and Currency Risk
in Financial Reports’. The Update aimed to draw
together some of the significant issues directors
needed to reflect on when considering how best to
provide a balanced and understandable assessment of
a company’s position and prospects in the context of
increased country and currency risk (January 2012).
– The final report arising from the Sharman Inquiry
2011 Going Concern and Liquidity Risks: Lessons
for Companies and Auditors (The Sharman Inquiry)
(June 2012). The draft report was published during
2011 with one of the aims to recommend measures
to improve the existing reporting regime in relation
to going concern and liquidity risks.

1 Further, In July 2012 ESMA
issued a report on a
Review of Greek
Government Bonds
accounting practices in the
IFRS Financial Statements
for the year ended
31 December 2011.
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• In January 2012, the US Securities and Exchange
Commission’s (SEC’s) Division of Corporation Finance
also issued ‘Disclosure Guidance Topic No. 4
European Sovereign Debt Exposures’. The guidance
set out the information the SEC expected registrants
to provide on sovereign debt exposures.

• For deferred tax assets banks should provide
disclosure where relevant on key judgements for
recognising deferred tax assets; and

2011 disclosure themes
A number of the disclosure recommendations from the
publications and initiatives noted above outlined the
significant areas where more extensive disclosure details
should be provided. Some of these key areas were:

At the time of their report, the BBA were still
formulating their response to the Sharman Inquiry
however a number of the UK banks have provided
additional disclosure on liquidity and funding in their
2011 annual reports.

• Sovereign debt and country exposures;

Key findings
Banks’ annual reports have evolved over the last few
years in an effort to provide all stakeholders with the
information they demand. Change has also been driven
by demands from regulators for enhanced and more
clearly comparable disclosures on current focus areas.
Consequently disclosures have extended beyond that
mandated by accounting standards.

• Liquidity and funding risk including encumbrance;
• Impairment judgements and the significance of
forbearance activities;
• Valuation methodologies and the information on
valuation adjustments and other judgement areas;
• Enhanced disclosures in relation to credit risk
including the quality of collateral;
• Regulatory versus accounting disclosures; and
• Comparability generally.
In the UK the British Bankers’ Authority (BBA)
responded to a number of these initiatives through the
BBA Disclosure Working Party. A summary of the 2011
recommendations of the BBA Disclosure Party were
published in The BBA’s Financial Reporting Newsletter
(December 2011). This included:
• Eurozone exposures; it was proposed that banks
provide disclosure of Eurozone sovereign debt and
country exposures consistent with the disclosures
provided in the 2011 interim result announcements;
• Enhanced disclosures on forbearance and impairment
in response to the FSA paper in October 2011;
• A reconciliation of statutory equity as presented
under International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRSs) to regulatory capital as defined by the FSA;
• Where material, separate disclosures on Payment
protection insurance (PPI) provisions;
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• Separate disclosure on the Bank levy as at
31 December 2011 where material.

In particular, further detail has been provided in relation
to the current market focus areas including more
extensive risk disclosures particularly funding and liquidity
risk, specific reporting on exposures to sovereign risk, and
enhanced detail on loans subject to forbearance.
Given that some of the regulatory guidance and
initiatives are new in 2011 there is some divergence in
the information included in annual reports e.g. the level
of detail on liquidity and funding and the amount of
qualitative versus quantitative information in valuation
disclosures. We expect that reporting will continue to
develop and become more standardised as banks reach
a consensus on best practice reporting.
Standardisation in certain areas may be appropriate; but
what appears to be most beneficial is for management
to explain in a clear and coherent what matters
including the principal risks, the extent of exposures and
how these are managed. It is important that disclosures
evolve over time in response to the areas that warrant
greater prominence from period to period.
Whilst the length of some of the annual reports by UK
banks has grown to comply with the additional
expectation on disclosures there has been an attempt
to ‘reduce the clutter’ by aggregating key disclosures.

In May 2012 the FSB announced the establishment of
an Enhanced Disclosure Task Force (EDTF). The primary
objectives of the EDTF are to (i) to develop principles for
enhanced disclosures, based on current market
conditions and risks, including ways to enhance the
comparability of disclosures, and (ii) to identify leading
practice risk disclosures presented in annual reports for
2011 year ends. On balance, the UK banks surveyed
have and are continuing to make great efforts to meet
this challenge. It is clear that annual reports of banks
have improved over the recent past. Continued
dialogue between investors, standard setters,
regulators, auditors and the banks will remain vital to
ensure information is appropriate and useful.
The future: 2012 reporting
In addition to the FSB EDTF there are other proposals
and projects to improve the financial reporting
disclosures of banks such as Basel consultations on
improved disclosures and continued dialogue between
the industry and local and international regulators.
In 2012, we expect certain themes to continue to be
of importance with the push for further granularity
in these areas in addition to focus in new areas.
This includes the following:

• The reporting of non statutory measures and how
these reconcile to the statutory information
presented.
• The reporting of intra period movements so risks are
understood in the context of highs, lows and
averages over a reporting period.
Banks will need to continue to develop a disclosure
framework that presents clear and coherent information
in their annual report that is responsive to the changing
economic environment and the expectations of
shareholders and other stakeholders. Part of the
challenge will be to continue to present the specific
circumstances and risks faced by individual banks but in
a manner that enables comparability between them.

Mike Lloyd
Editor

• Further assessment of country risk reporting.
• Improved consistency on liquidity and funding
reporting including, more detail on encumbered
assets; the quality of assets included in liquidity pools,
and the potential requirement to report certain Basel
regulatory measures such as the Liquidity Coverage
Ratio (LCR) and the Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR).
• Additional detail on forbearance specifically corporate
forbearance.
• Enhanced disclosures on credit risk particularly
collateral and collateral valuation.
• Valuation disclosures, notably to assist with the
comparability of understanding valuation adjustments.
• The basis for determining key provisions including key
judgements and sensitivities e.g. PPI.
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Sovereign debt risk

Background
The current crisis in Eurozone countries has increased
market interest in disclosures of banks’ exposures to
sovereign debt. In the current environment detailed and
consistent disclosures in this area are important to
understanding the financial position and performance
of financial institutions.
There are existing requirements in UK Companies Act
for the disclosure of the principal risks and uncertainties
in the annual report. In addition to this are IFRS
mandated disclosures for financial instruments in IFRS 7
Financial Instruments: Disclosures (IFRS 7). However,
given the systemic importance of banks and the
deterioration in the economic environment of certain
Eurozone countries, additional guidance for disclosures
on this topic has emanated from various sources
including the following:
• The ESMA issued two Public Statements in July 2011
and November 2011 stressing the importance of
consistent application of recognition and measurement
principles in IFRSs and the need for enhanced
transparency in relation to issuers’ exposure to
sovereign debt. In July 2012 ESMA has published a
further report on its review of the accounting and
disclosure of Greek government bonds and other
sovereign debt in 2011 financial statements.
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• In January 2012 the SEC’s Division of Corporation
Finance issued ‘Disclosure Guidance Topic No. 4
European Sovereign Debt Exposures’. The guidance
setout information the SEC expected registrants to
provide.
• The BBA Disclosure Working Party made
recommendations for 2011 annual reports in
response to the FSA interim recommendations.
Overall comments
Country and currency risks have seen significant change
over the last year. Transparent disclosures are critical
in helping investors and other users of the financial
statements to understand the financial position and
performance of entities that have material exposures
to sovereign debt. The information provided by the UK
banks has developed compared with the prior period.
All of the banks surveyed included a specific section on
country risk and specifically Eurozone risk where this
was relevant to their business. The focus was on the
following areas, consistent with the themes identified
by the regulatory bodies and the banks’ own response
through the BBA.
• risk management disclosures including an overall
assessment by the directors’ of country and currency
risk and the impact on a bank’s future prospects;

• In their note on year end hot accounting and
disclosure issues (December 2011), the FSA, whilst
noting that improvements had been made in 2011
interim statements, believed there could be improved
disclosures for 2011 annual reports. The areas of
comparability, credit default swaps (CDS) and other
instruments where the maximum exposure may not
be reflected in the balance sheet carrying value and
indirect exposures were issues it focused on.

• the basis for the selection of the countries included
in more detailed disclosures;

• In January 2012 the FRC published ‘An Update for
Directors of Listed Companies: Responding to
Increased Country and Currency Risk in Financial
Reports’. The Update aimed to draw together some
of the significant issues directors needed to reflect on
when considering how best to provide a balanced
and understandable assessment of a company’s
position and prospects in the context of increased
country and currency risk. This was subsequently
updated in June 2012.

• the level of indirect exposure.

• disclosure of direct exposures both funded and
unfunded based on IAS 39 Financial Instrument:
Recognition and Measurement (IAS 39) categories;
• the disclosure of the impact of credit default
protection and credit default exposures; and

Detailed findings
The assessment of country and currency risk
Under UK company law and IFRS requirements,
directors are required to report the principal risks
affecting an entity. All of the banks surveyed identified
sovereign risk as one of the risk factors facing the entity
in the period and provided a summary of
management’s response and monitoring procedures.
In most cases there was a specific section in the risk
report of the annual reports in addition to drawing
attention to the matter and its impact on the bank in
the Chairman’s or Chief Executive’s statement.
The Barclays’ Chief Executive’s statement included the
following response to the Eurozone crisis, which
addressed the impact of the crisis on other risk factors
such as funding.
Extract: Barclays plc, Annual Report 2011: The strategic
report, Market and operating environment, page 8

The front end of the annual report also offerered the
opportunity for one of the banks to note that there
were no material exposures to peripheral Eurozone
countries. Standard Chartered stated this in the Finance
Director’s report.

Extract: Standard Chartered plc, Annual Report 2011:
Operating and financial review, Group Finance Director’s
Statement, page 21

It is notable that whilst mandated disclosures are only
required for material items there is market expectation
to confirm where an entity has non-material exposures
in a ‘hot topic’ area, that banks disclose this.
We believe such statements provide useful information,
aid comparability and overall are worthwhile where
they are not burdensome.
As part of more detailed risk disclosures further
information has been provided as to the specific nature
of the risks arising from sovereign exposure. All of the
banks surveyed identified country risk as a principal risk
or as part of a subset of credit risk.
HSBC included Eurozone sovereign default risk and the
potential withdrawal from the Eurozone as part of their
top and emerging risks.
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Extract: HSBC Holdings plc, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Operating and Financial Review, Risk, page 99
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Disclosures also covered the monitoring role of the
Audit or Risk Committee in relation to sovereign risk
and exposure, and other management responses.
The majority of banks noted that these committees had
considered sovereign debt risk during the financial year
including the level of exposure, impact on funding, risk
mitigation plans and stress testing. Barclays provided a
good example of explaining what these considerations
involved.

Extract: Barclays plc, Annual Report 2011: Corporate
Governance Report, Board and Risk Committee Chairman’s
Report, page 44

LBG also disclosed specific mangement responses to
monitor Eurozone exposures.

Extract: Lloyds Banking Group, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Business review, Risk management, page 156
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RBS provided a good summary of country risk and
related governance in one section of the annual report.
The governance reporting detailed how country risk
appetite is set and monitored and the overall risk
mitigation plans with a helpful cross reference to where
the detailed exposures were presented.

Extract: RBS Group, Annual Report and Accounts 2011:
Business review, Risk and balance sheet management, page
209

Identification of countries selected for disclosure
The identification of countries deemed to be a source
of risk is important in enabling comparability of the level
of exposures across the institutions. Most of the banks
surveyed provided an explanation of the ‘basis of
preparation’ of the countries identified in the more
granular disclosures although the detail of this
explanation varied.
HSBC included the following:

Extract: HSBC Holdings plc, Annual Report and Accounts 2011:
Operating and Financial Review, Risk, page 113 and 114
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Barclays also included further detail of the basis of preparation by certain asset and exposure type.

Extract: Barclays plc, Annual Report 2011: Risk Management, Credit risk, page 113

Disclosure of direct exposures
As noted above, in the majority of cases a specific section of the annual report dealt with Eurozone risks and
exposures separately to the existing reporting requirements under IFRS 7. The format of presentation of exposures
varied between institutions but in general disclosures covered the following:
• Specific countries identified to be at risk;
• Exposures to financial institutions versus other corporates;
• On balance sheet exposures; and
• Off balance sheet exposures.
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RBS provided a good summary of on balance sheet country exposure including lending by counterparty type.
Further detailed analysis is then disclosed on a counterparty type by IAS 39 balance sheet categories.

Extract: RBS Group, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Business review, Risk and balance sheet management, page 211

Extract: RBS Group plc Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Business review, Risk and balance sheet management, page 214
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HSBC disclosed a good analysis of exposures to banks in peripheral Eurozone countries and included the total
exposure concentrated in core Eurozone country banks.

Extract: HSBC Holdings plc, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Operating and Financial Review, Risk, page 116 and 117
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Whilst a significant amount of the information provided by the banks is quantitative in nature there are some
qualitative explanations. RBS extend their quantitative analysis on specific countries with additional commentary
explaining the business areas in which the exposures arose and the key movements in the period, giving users of the
financial statements a wider context in which to understand the risks.

Extract: RBS Group, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Business review, Risk and balance sheet management, pages 215
and 216
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The impact of credit default protection and credit derivative exposures
As some of the examples above indicate, some of the banks included the impact of credit default protection and
credit derivative exposures with their main sovereign risk disclosures. The level of detail is different between each of
the banks surveyed with the majority disclosing credit default protection bought and net credit derivative exposure.
Barclays disclose a more granular analysis in respect of selected Eurozone countries, including the gross fair values
of exposures and the contractual notional amounts of bought and sold credit derivatives.

Extract: Barclays plc, Annual Report 2011: Risk Management, Credit risk, page 120

We expect 2012 will see further guidance by UK and international bodies to help promote more consistency in
this area.
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Indirect exposures
One of the more difficult areas for banks to provide information on is their indirect exposure to sovereign risk.
This has continued to be a focus area for various regulatory institutions but most note that the disclosure should be
provided where it is practical to do so. Barclays was the only bank to include a statement on indirect exposures
linking this to the quantitative disclosures already provided in the annual report on direct exposures.

Extract: Barclays plc, Annual Report 2011: Risk Management, Credit risk, page 120.

Comment
With economic uncertainty in the Eurozone continuing to prevail in 2012, disclosures in this area will remain
important to the users of the financial statements. In July 2012 ESMA published its review of the accounting and
disclosure of Greek government bonds. Whilst the focus of the report was on the accounting treatment of Greek
sovereign debt and related instruments ESMA is expected to pay more attention to the quality of country by country
disclosures and more generally to the granularity of information provided in annual reports. It is anticipated that this
will fall within the scope of the review of 2012 IFRS financial statements. For the most part, the UK banks surveyed
have responded to the expected requirements in their 2011 financial statements but we anticipate that there will be
further challenge to provide more information in this area for 2012 reporting.
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Liquidity and funding

Background
In the past few months there has been a deterioration
of liquidity and funding in the Eurozone. Other factors
are also having an impact including the rules for banks
in the Eurozone to meet higher capital requirements by
June 2012. The macroeconomic environment and
changing regulatory landscape has meant there has
been continued scrutiny on the transparency of banks’
business models and the impact of the business strategy
and risks on liquidity and funding. The focus on the
liquidity and funding structures of banks due to their
systemic importance to the financial system has resulted
in increased disclosures on liquidity and funding in bank
annual reports.

Overall comments
In the UK the increased disclosure has been regulator
and market driven rather than mandated by accounting
standards and as such there is not currently a
standardised approach across the banks surveyed as to
how the information is presented and the level of detail
provided. In general all the banks have covered the
following themes:
• A definition of liquidity and funding risk;
• An overview of liquidity and funding in the reporting
period;
• The management of liquidity and funding risk;

In the UK there has been specific guidance in this area:
• The sources and usage of funding;
• In June 2012 the FRC published the final report of the
Sharman Inquiry. One of the aims of the Sharman
Inquiry was to recommend measures to improve the
existing reporting regime and related guidance for
companies and auditors in relation to going concern
and liquidity risks. There was consideration as to
whether banks were different necessitating a specific
approach for financial reporting. The conclusion was
that a separate reporting regime was not required for
banks.
• The FSA also highlighted this as one of the key areas
for the 2011 year end reporting season with an
expectation that firms would use their best efforts to
provide disclosures that would help users to
understand the structure and flexibility of their
funding arrangements.

• Liquidity and funding metrics;
• Disclosures on encumbered assets; and
• Linkage to going concern statements.
Detailed findings
Defining liquidity and funding risk
The banks surveyed provide a definition of liquidity risk.
RBS included the following definition:
Extract: RBS Group, Annual Report and Accounts 2011:
Business review, Risk and balance sheet management,
page 116

• The BBA have also conducted work streams to
enhance the quality and consistency of disclosures
and this includes the disclosure of going concern and
liquidity risk.
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Santander also provided a further definition of funding risk.

Extract: Santander UK plc 2011 Annual Report: Business and Financial Review, Risk Management Report, Funding and
Liquidity Risk, page 123

Liquidity and funding review
All of the banks surveyed identified liquidity and funding as one of the principal risks facing them.
LBG provide a good summary of the liquidity risks faced and the key factors impacting the liquidity risk profile of the
bank during 2011.

Extract: Lloyds Banking Group, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Business review, Risk management, page 106
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The majority of banks also referred to recent funding
activities and future funding arrangements in the
Chairman’s statement or Chief Executive’s report.
Some banks also provided a qualitative assessment of
the improvements in liquidity in this section of the
annual report whilst others provided a more quantitative
analysis, disclosing certain funding ratios as one of the
key metrics in the reporting of annual results.

Extract: Barclays plc, Annual Report 2011: The strategic
report, Chief Executive’s review, page 7

Barclays commented on capital, liquidity and funding as
part of the Chief Executive’s Report.
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Santander included the following statement in the Chief Executive’s review:

Extract: Santander UK plc 2011 Annual Report: Chief Executive Officer’s Review, pages 3 to 4

The management of liquidity and funding risks
There has been an increased analysis of the key risks facing banks and how these are managed by the institutions.
All of the banks disclosed how liquidity and funding risks are managed. A good example was Barclays which
included an overview of how the risk is managed within the overall bank’s governance structure.
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Extract: Barclays plc, Annual Report 2011: Risk management, Funding risk with liquidity, page 139 to 140
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Santander also provided a useful summary within the liqudity risk section, providing an overview of the risk
governance structure as well as the key liqudity risk factors. There is also a description of the liquidity risk appetite
of the bank.

Extract: Santander UK plc 2011 Annual Report: Business and Financial Review, Risk Management Report, page 125
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Funding sources
Each of the banks disclosed their primary sources of
funding. Standard Chartered provided a qualitative
statement on the primary sources of funding whereas
RBS included more quantitative detail.

Extract: Standard Chartered plc, Annual Report 2011:
Operating and financial review, Risk review, page 82

Extract: RBS Group, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Business review, Risk and balance sheet management, page 118
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In addition HSBC disclosed participation in the European Central Bank (ECB) Long-Term Refinancing Operation (LTRO)
during 2011.

Extract: HSBC Holdings plc, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Operating and Financial Review, Liquidity and funding,
page 157

Liquidity and funding metrics
Various liquidity and funding metrics are quoted throughout the annual report. As noted above this includes
reference in the Chairman’s or Chief Executive statements in addition to detailed metrics provided in the operating
and financial reviews or risk management section.
RBS stated that they monitor a range of liquidity and funding indicators and specifically disclose two key structural
ratios being the loan to deposit ratio and funding gap and the NSFR.

Extract: RBS Group, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Business review, Risk and balance sheet management, pages 122-123
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Extract: RBS Group, Annual Report and Accounts 2011 : Business review, Risk and balance sheet management, pages 122-123
(continued)
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One of HSBC’s metrics is the advances to core funding ratio. In addition they provided detail on the stressed one
month coverage ratio by the bank’s key geographical businesses. We expect that a bank’s analysis of the stresses to
the key liqudity metrics is likely to be an area that will be focused on in the forthcoming annual reporting season
including details of the stressed scenarios applied.

Extract: HSBC Holdings plc, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Operating and Financial Review, Liquidity and funding, page 159
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Most of the banks surveyed also disclosed details of their liquidity portfolio. An example is provided from LBG who
included a summary of assets included within the liquidity portfolio.

Extract: Lloyds Banking Group, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Business review, Risk management, page 117

Encumbered assets
A specific focus area for banks is the extent to which
different types of assets have been pledged as collateral
or if they are in some other way encumbered, as this
can reduce liquidity. The majority of the banks surveyed
included a statement on encumbered assets also
providing further quantitative detail to meet the IFRS 7
requirements on disclosure of assets pledged as security
for liabilities or collateral.

Extract: HSBC Holdings plc, Annual Report and - 011:
Operating and Financial Review, Risk, Liquidity and
funding, page 160

HSBC provided an explanation of the nature of
encumbered assets and the disclosure of encumbered
assets on an IFRS basis.
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Extract: HSBC Holdings plc, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Financial Statements, Notes on the Financial Statements,
page 392

Link to going concern disclosures
The Sharman Inquiry report focuses on the linkages of the risks to the company’s going concern status and how this
is integrated within the directors’ business planning and risk management processes. Liquidity and funding is a key
area in this respect. In the 2011 reporting season, the majority of the banks surveyed referred to a review of liquidity
and funding as part of the going concern assessment in their specific going concern statements with cross reference
to where the detailed disclosure was provided in the annual report. Santander provided a good summary of the
considerations applied in assessing going concern within their directors’ statement on going concern.
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Extract: Santander UK plc 2011 Annual Report: Report of the Directors, directors’ Report, pages 140 to 141
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Extract: Santander UK plc 2011 Annual Report: Report of the Directors, directors’ Report, pages 140 to 141 (continued from
previous page)
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The increased disclosure on liquidity and funding in
2011 annual reports suggests that there has been
consideration of the additional level of information
anticipated from the final recommendations of the
Sharman Inquiry. Standard Chartered specifically refer to
the fact that their Audit Committee presented a
response to the Sharman Inquiry.

Comment
The systemic importance of banks means that liquidity
and funding disclosures will be a continued area of
focus for the users of financial statements. The final
Sharman Inquiry highlighted that a separate reporting
regime was not required for banks however we expect
the disclosures in this area to evolve over the next
financial reporting period as institutions respond to the
final report recommendations and with increasing
requirements expressed by regulators. The FSB’s EDT is
also considering liquidity and funding disclosures, and is
likely to make recommendations in a report expected
towards the end of 2012.
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Loan impairment

Background
The past five years have seen an unprecedented level
of interest in the loan impairment charges banks
disclose and also in how these amounts are calculated.
Whilst 2011 loan impairment charges have generally
fallen from their 2010 levels, they continue to have a
significant impact on banks’ profitability and hence
attract attention.

Overall comments
As a result of the regulatory initiatives there is
significantly more information provided by the UK banks
on forbearance disclosures and the impact on
provisioning in the 2011 annual reports. The detail
provided is broadly consistent with the areas identified
in the regulatory releases and covered the following:
• defining forbearance activities in the glossaries;

We have focused our review of impairment disclosures
to those relating to loan forbearance, where new
guidance on provisioning methodologies and disclosure
and the results of reviews by regulators have been
issued during 2011. The key publications were:
• the FSA’s Guidance entitled: Forbearance and
Impairment Provisions – Mortgages issued in October
2011.
• the Bank of England’s FPC’s December 2011 Issue
30 Financial Stability Report. This includes the results
of a review by the FSA on forbearance relating to
other consumer debt and commercial real estate.
Some of the principal regulatory concerns expressed in
these publications were:
• Loan impairment methodologies may not be effectively
capturing the impacts of forbearance, reducing the
accuracy of lender performance reporting.
• Forbearance may not always be employed in the best
interests of the customer as it could lead to the loan
moving permanently onto non-sustainable terms and
increase customer losses.
• Forbearance related disclosures may not be
sufficiently granular for the users of the accounts to
determine the true impact of these strategies.
The FSA stated that forbearance disclosures should be
made under the auspices of IFRS 7, where forbearance
is material. They also encouraged careful consideration
of the type and levels of forbearance used by firms and
also of firms’ policies for managing credit risk in this
context.
A further area of concern in 2011 was the level of
impairment on commercial real estate (‘CRE’) assets and
therefore we have considered these disclosures in our
review.
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• including forbearance within the key accounting
policies;
• separating retail and corporate forbearance
disclosures;
• identifying the impact on provisioning between
provisions on loans subject to forbearance versus the
rest of the loan portfolios; and
• specific disclosures on CRE portfolios.
Detailed findings
Definition of forbearance
The FSA have defined forbearance as occurring “when
a bank, for reasons relating to the actual or apparent
financial stress of a borrower grants a concession
whether temporarily or permanently to that borrower”.
Providing definitions is helpful to the users of the
accounts to understand the basis of management
decisions and how these have been applied in the
context of financial reporting. The banks surveyed have
included different specific definitions Two examples are
from the glossaries of HSBC and LBG. Both banks
include in the definition what they consider to
constitute forbearance arrangements.

Extract: HSBC Holdings plc, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Shareholder Information, Glossary, page 428

Extract: Lloyds Banking Group, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Other information, Glossary, page 361

Accounting policies
There has been some difference in practice as to where
the accounting policies describing the approach to
forbearance has been included in the annual report.
LBG have included a specific accounting policy on
forbearance as per the extract below as have Standard
Chartered and Santander. Other banks have chosen to
include similar disclosures but have included them
within their credit risk sections rather than specifically
disclosing this within the accounting policies section of
the annual report.

Extract: Lloyds Banking Group, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Financial statements, Notes to consolidated financial
statements, page 222

In the section ‘Critical accounting policies and key
sources of estimation uncertainty’ we have considered
developments in the format and presentation of
accounting policy information more generally.

Both RBS and Santander quantify forbearance
arrangements by type of strategy employed. The RBS
example is shown on the following page. The example
also helpfully analyses the type of forbearance between
the different RBS business divisions.

Retail forbearance
The FSA forbearance guidance suggests an inclusion
of the description and quantification of types of
forbearance where material. All banks surveyed
disclosed a description of the types of forbearance used
and the total retail loans subject to forbearance
arrangements.
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Extract: RBS Group, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Business review, Risk and balance sheet management, page 140

The FSA guidance also focuses on the assessments of the sustainability of loans
subject to forbearance. Barclays has provided a good example to illustrate this.

Extract: Barclays plc, Annual Report 2011: Risk management, page 91

The level of detail is different between the banks. Most banks have focused
disclosures on forbearance in relation to secured or unsecured retail loans or retail
loans in aggregate. Santander have included more granular information by providing
separate disclosure on forbearance in relation to credit cards.
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Extract: Santander UK plc 2011 Annual Report: Business and Financial Review, Risk Management Report, page 99

Corporate forbearance
The FSA guidance specifically relates to mortgages but could be deemed best practice in application to corporate
loan portfolios. In general there has been less disclosure in relation to corporate loan portfolios subject to
forbearance (often referred to as restructured loans) than for retail portfolios. All of the banks have disclosed the
types of forbearance practices that have been applied in their corporate portfolio, however the level of information
varies. RBS provided one of the more detailed disclosures.
Extract: RBS Group, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Business review, Risk and balance sheet management, page 137
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There has also been some difference in whether quantitative or qualitative information has been disclosed. Barclays
provided an explanation of the difficulties of determining the total population of corporate loans subject to forbearance
as extracted below. This may explain why the level of quantitative information between the banks is different.

Extract: Barclays plc, Annual Report 2011: Risk management, page 103

Other banks such as HSBC have been able to quantify
the level of corporate forbearance although overall
there is less granularity compared to retail forbearance
disclosures. The extract from the HSBC annual report is
provided in the ‘Impact on provisioning’ section of this
chapter.
Impact on provisioning
The impact of forbearance on the level of provisioning
is also a key regulatory concern. This is specifically
because loans subject to forbearance are likely to have
different credit risk characteristics from the remainder of
the portfolio and therefore should be considered
separately in impairment assessments. Standard
Chartered provided a good example of how loans
subject to forbearance are managed separately from the
remainder of the portfolio and the impact of the level
of provisions and write-offs.

Extract: Standard Chartered plc, Annual Report 2011:
Operating and financial review, Risk review, page 72
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A further focus area particularly of the FPC, is whether
loans are being forborne to avoid recognising
impairment charges (sometime referred to as “extend
and pretend”). Standard Chartered provided useful
disclosure here as to whether loans would be past due
or impaired should they not have been renegotiated.
This information is not disclosed by all the banks.

Extract: Standard Chartered plc, Annual Report 2011:
Operating and financial review, Risk review, page 72

IFRS 7 focuses on the credit quality of assets that are
i) neither past due nor impaired ii) past due but not
impaired and iii) impaired. HSBC are the only bank to
have used this categorisation specifically for those
assets that have been renegotiated (or forborne).

Extract: HSBC Holdings plc, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Report of the Directors, Operating and Financial Review,
Risk, page 130

A further item of interest in HSBC’s reporting is a
disclosure that their review of loans subject to
forbearance strategies has led to a substantial increase
in the number of loans that have been classified as
being impaired.

Extract: HSBC Holdings plc, Annual Report and Accounts
2011: Report of the Directors, Operating and Financial
Review, Risk, page 105
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Commercial real estate disclosures
There has been a high level of impairment on CRE assets in 2011, a proportion of which have been subject to
forbearance strategies.
HSBC have included CRE impairment disclosures as part of their overall analysis on movements in impairment
allowance by industry sector and geographical region. This is reflective of the different regions in which HSBC
operate which may not necessarily be appropriate for other institutions.

Extract: HSBC Holdings plc, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Report of the Directors, Operating and Financial Review,
Risk, page 138
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Other banks such as LBG have focused their CRE related disclosures on those geographical locations or divisions
where impairment of CRE assets are most significant to their business, such as LBG’s Irish portfolio.

Extract: Lloyds Banking Group, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Business review, Risk management, page 155

RBS have a considerable number of disclosures in relation to their CRE portfolio including analysis by division and by
geographical location and a maturity profile of the portfolio. An item of particular interest is an analysis of the CRE
portfolio by Loan to Value (LTV) which illustrates the level of collateral held as shown below.

Extract: RBS Group, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Business review, Risk and balance sheet management, page 153

Comment
Disclosure of retail forbearance is generally more
extensive than for corporate forbearance which perhaps
reflects the fact that recoveries on corporate loans tend
to be managed in a more bespoke way than retail loans
and therefore management information has historically
focused on the amount recovered rather than whether
a forbearance strategy was employed to achieve the
recovery. There are also differences in the level of
disclosure in relation to CRE assets held and the
associated provisioning levels. This can be partially
explained by the relative holdings of CRE assets as a
proportion of balance sheets.

In addition there are some operational challenges to
collating this information as manual processes are often
used to capture the detail. We expect as this is an area
of focus, system generated solutions will be used to
enhance internal management information as well as
disclosures made in annual reports in the future.
Given the regulatory guidance was new in 2011,
differences in the disclosures in 2011 year end reporting
are unsurprising. We anticipate that forbearance
reporting will continue to evolve and become more
standardised as banks reach a consensus on best
practice reporting.
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Financial instrument valuation

Background
The valuation of financial instruments at fair value by
banks remains a critical area of judgement in the
preparation of financial statements. Market conditions
for some assets have improved since our last
publication and pricing transparency has increased.
Nevertheless many markets remain highly illiquid
requiring banks to estimate the values of positions using
limited observable data. The ongoing measurement
uncertainty has led to regulators and investors
continuing to increase their expectations around the
level of disclosure provided by banks around their
processes and controls, and assumptions related to the
fair value financial of instruments.
The requirements for disclosures on financial instrument
valuation are contained within IFRS 7 and also in IAS 1
Presentation of Financial Statements (IAS 1) which
requires disclosure on key sources of estimation
uncertainty. It has also been a recurring theme of the
FSA for firms to provide improved disclosures on
valuation assumptions and methodologies.
Overall comments
There are three areas which we expect to remain an
ongoing area of interest due to the key judgements and
uncertainties in the valuation of financial instruments
and the significant impact these have on a bank’s
reported results. The three areas are:
• The valuation control environment;
• Credit valuation adjustments; and
• Other valuation adjustments.
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Detailed findings
Valuation control environment
On a bank balance sheet, a financial instrument held at
fair value is represented by a single value. Whilst this
information is useful for users of financial statements,
there is increasing demand for banks to provide more
explanation as to how that value is determined, and
what that value might potentially be were different
assumptions to be applied.
In 2009 the International Accounting Standards Board
(IASB) made significant enhancements to the fair
valuation disclosure requirements in IFRS 7 by
introducing a fair value hierarchy. This has led to an
increase in disclosure of quantitative information which
continues to grow in response to demands from
investors and regulators. From the review of banks’
annual reports in this survey, significant improvement
has also been made to the qualitative aspects of
valuation, and in particular disclosures around the
governance processes and control environments that
banks have put in place to determine fair value and
review the associated subjectivities.
For example, RBS begin their financial instruments
valuation note with a detailed overview of the valuation
control environment. In particular, it details the
independent price verification (IPV) process, how IPV
differences are characterised and reviewed, the model
control process, and the various management meetings
and committees at which such topics are discussed.

Extract: RBS Group, Annual Report and Accounts: Financial statements, Notes on the consolidated accounts, page 345
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HSBC provided a useful graphical overview of the governance structure in relation to fair value determination:

Extract: HSBC Holdings plc, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Financial Statements, Notes on the Financial Statements,
page 347

Barclays provided detail on the various sub-committees that play a significant role in determining fair values.
This information provides users with an understanding of the broad areas of valuation risk that the bank has
identified and devoted resources to.

Extract: Barclays plc, Annual Report 2011: Financial statements, Notes to the financial statements, page 231
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The development and improvement of disclosures in this
area is welcome, as they help to shed light on what is
often seen as an opaque area of banking. By detailing
the control environment in place, users of the financial
statements get a clearer picture of the processes that the
banks go through in order to ensure the accuracy and
integrity of reported fair values, as well as the potential
challenges that a bank faces when determining them.
Credit valuation adjustments
Credit risk is a focus area for all key bank stakeholders.
Of particular interest when markets are turbulent is the
Credit Valuation Adjustment (CVA) that is applied when
fair valuing Over the Counter (OTC) derivative portfolios.
CVA is a necessary input in a derivatives valuation as in
most cases there are not traded prices for derivatives
and fair valuation must reflect credit risk. Whilst CVA
methodologies have become more sophisticated and well
understood, they still remain one of the most judgemental
and subjective areas of fair value accounting.

The extract indicates that there are a number of factors
to be considered when calculating a CVA including
exposure generation, probability of default calculations,
loss given default amounts, collateral, netting and other
credit-risk mitigants. Of the banks surveyed there was
variation in the level of disclosure in relation to the
treatment of these factors. It is important that
disclosures provide sufficient detail to enable users of
the accounts to understand the differences applied.
Due to the subjectivity involved, HSBC have provided
analysis of the CVA amount using alternate
methodologies, in particular moving from historic to
market-implied probabilities of default, and calculating
CVA on a bilateral basis i.e. including the possibility that
HSBC may default. Such analysis is valued by users of
the financial statements, as it gives them an indication
of how sensitive results are to different modelling
methodologies and supports comparison between banks.

The extract below shows HSBC’s disclosure around the
methodology they employ when calculating CVA and is
a good example of the considerations applied to
determining the adjustment.

Extract: HSBC Holdings plc, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Financial Statements,
Notes on the Financial Statements, page 350
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The analysis is reproduced below:

Extract: HSBC Holdings plc, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Financial Statements, Notes on the Financial Statements,
page 351

Perhaps the most analysed topic in relation to credit risk recently has been banks’ exposure to sovereigns. Previously
some banks assumed that sovereigns would not default when calculating CVA; however, this assumption is no
longer appropriate, and this example demonstrates the need for methodologies to move in line with the changes in
the market environment. For example Barclays disclosed that they have changed their CVA methodology in light of
the sovereign debt crisis. They also quantify the impact.

Extract: Barclays plc, Annual Report 2011: Financial statements, Notes to the financial statements, page 235

Terminology
As already discussed, the subjectivity inherent in CVA
calculations can make comparability across banks
difficult. In addition the lack of consistent terminology
may cause confusion. Across the banks reviewed, all
use the term “CVA” when discussing the adjustment for
counterparty creditworthiness. However, there is mixed
practice as regards the incorporation of the bank’s own
credit in valuations. A consensus has started to emerge
whereby for the incorporation of a bank’s own credit
into derivative valuations a number of banks use the
term “Debit Valuation Adjustment” (DVA). Whilst this is
helpful, international comparability will be more difficult
as a number of international banks use DVA to refer to
the “Debt Valuation Adjustment” on issued debt
measured at fair value.
It is also sometimes unclear as to exactly which OTC
derivatives have a DVA applied. Some disclosures
explain that “derivative liabilities” are adjusted for DVA,
whereas some disclose that the adjustment is
incorporated into “derivative valuations”.
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It is not clear whether this is simply a difference in
interminology with no impact on the ultimate fair
valuation, or something more significant. Also, as many
OTCs are non-optional derivatives the adjustment for an
entity’s own credit risk is complex because what may be
a financial liability for the reporting period in one
period, could be a financial asset in future reporting
periods.
Some classify the above effect as “Own Credit”,
whereas for some banks they use “Own Credit” only
in relation to issued debt measured at fair value
e.g. structured notes which have embedded options
referencing various asset classes.
Whilst the use of glossaries by banks is helpful in
identifying such differences a standardisation of
terminology would aid comparability, especially as often
DVA and Own Credit effects are two of the major items
that investors and analysts reverse when assessing
company performance.

Other valuation adjustments
The credit valuation adjustment is just one among many
types of fair value adjustments. Other valuation
adjustments disclosed by the banks within this survey
fall into one of three broad categories:

Extract: RBS Group, Annual Report and Accounts 2011:
Financial statements, Notes on the consolidated accounts,
page 348

Bid/Offer or Liquidity adjustments – These are
typically calculated at a portfolio level, adjusting midmarket prices to bid for long risk positions and offer for
short positions.
Model-related adjustments – These are typically
adjustments to the price generated by the initial
valuation model in order to capture additional charges
that the bank believes a counterparty would incorporate
into a market price, but that the model does not.
Accounting adjustments – The largest driver of this
adjustment is “Day 1 P&L”, which is the upfront P&L
measured on day 1 of a transaction when the initial fair
valuation is different from the transaction price and the
valuation is driven significantly by inputs that are not
observable in the market.
Generally, the nature of valuation adjustments is such
that comparability across banks is difficult, particularly in
relation to model-related valuation adjustments. One
bank may have an interest rate model that captures
volatility skew and thus the skew effect is incorporated
directly into the model value for a trade. Another bank
may make a skew adjustment at a portfolio level
outside of the main valuation model. Both banks may
well calculate the same net fair value, but they will have
different levels of valuation adjustments. The
comparison is also difficult through time – for example,
a bank may eventually implement a skew adjustment
directly into their valuation model, leading to a
reduction in the level of valuation adjustments over
time but no fundamental change in valuation
methodology.
Bid/Offer adjustments are often seen as more vanilla
adjustments when compared with those for complex
models. However, there is still complexity present in
such calculations (e.g. second-order effects on other
variables) and also room for significant judgement (e.g.
how granular to set risk buckets, how to incorporate
netting of risks). RBS provided a comprehensive
qualitative disclosure in respect of such adjustments,
and gives the user a detailed understanding of the
considerations involved.
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One area of recent debate has been the incorporation of funding adjustments into the valuation of uncollateralised
derivatives. The example below shows LBG’s disclosure in relation to this adjustment, together with sensitivity
analysis:

Extract: Lloyds Banking Group, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Financial statements, Notes to the consolidated financial
statements, page 319

A related debate concerns the embedded optionality in collateral agreements. Banks and their counterparties may
have the option to deliver different types of collateral, and in different currencies. Many market participants see
“value” in this option. The disclosure below is taken from Barclays, and indicates that they incorporate such an
adjustment into their fair values.

Extract: Barclays plc, Annual Report 2011: Financial statements, Notes to the financial statements, page 234

Comment
Whilst explanations of the control environment and
processes around making adjustments are useful, more
detailed disclosure is also sought by users, including
further sensitivity analysis in relation to inputs and
modelling assumptions. Valuation adjustments vary
significantly across institutions, not least because
sometimes a potential adjustment is embedded in a
valuation and sometimes it is a top up. This makes it
difficult for users to draw comparisons between banks
unless there are sufficiently detailed qualitative
descriptions explaining a bank’s approach to calculating
valuation adjustments. For example, setting out
whether adjustments have been made at a trade or
portfolio level is helpful to those seeking to understand
exactly what adjustments a bank has made and to
compare banks’ approaches. Our review has found that
valuation disclosures have become fuller since our last
survey. We think they are likely to continue to develop
in response to investors’ interests and initiatives such as
the FSB’s Enhanced Disclosure Taskforce.
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Regulatory capital disclosures

Background
From January 2013 global banks will have six years to
progressively increase their capital reserves under the
Basel III requirements. As part of this capital reform,
banks will be required to hold more and safer kinds of
capital commensurate with the risks they take, which
should make them more resistant to financial shocks.
It also explicitly introduces minimum liquidity standards,
a minimum leverage ratio, and enhances overall
governance mechanisms. The quality of banks’
disclosures in this area will be of particular importance.
Regulatory capital disclosures in bank annual reports
have already become more extensive in recent years
and enhanced reporting is likely to increase as the
Basel III requirements start to become effective.

Overall comments
The disclosures around regulatory capital have
developed over the last few years in response to the
Basel requirements and additional information
requested by local regulators. Our survey has focused
on the following themes included in the 2011 annual
reports:
• Accounting capital to regulatory capital
reconciliations;
• The disclosure of risk weighted assets (RWAs);
• The impact of Basel III; and
• The disclosure of other Basel III measures.

The IFRS reporting requirements for regulatory capital in
annual reports are contained within IAS 1. IAS 1 states
that entities should disclose the way they manage
capital including any capital requirements imposed by
regulators. In addition in the UK, the FSA required all
banks to disclose further information, specifically, a
reconciliation of a bank’s regulatory capital to their
accounting capital.

Detailed findings
A reconciliation of accounting capital to regulatory
capital resources
The disclosure of a reconciliation from accounting
capital to regulatory capital resources has become one
of the key disclosures for investors over the past three
years. This reconciliation has now become fairly
standardised across all the six biggest UK banks, and
provides a clear link back to the balance sheet in the
case of all six banks surveyed. An example of this
reconciliation from Standard Chartered is shown on
the next page.
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Extract: Standard Chartered plc, Annual Report 2011: Operating and financial review, Capital, page 89
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The technical adjustments to accounting capital are in
some cases complex and disclosure providing
explanation of these technical areas can be useful.
In addition to the quantitative table some of the banks
provided further granularity on the nature of these
technical adjustments.
One of the key adjustments to accounting capital for
regulatory purposes is the deduction of the excess of
expected losses calculated under the Basel Internal
Ratings Based Approach, to the extent that these
outweigh accounting provisions calculated under IFRS.
This in most cases is a significant deduction as IAS 39
requires provisions to be recognised on an ‘incurred
loss’ basis. Santander provided an explanation of this
adjustment in their annual report as part of the
commentary on core tier one deductions.

Extract: Santander UK plc 2011 Annual Report: Business and Financial Review, Balance Sheet Business Review, page 55
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HSBC also provided a helpful analysis with a footnote explanation of the nature of relevant regulatory adjustments.

Extract: HSBC Holdings plc, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Operating and financial review, Capital, page 214

Banks are also required to report to the FSA their Prudential Valuation Adjustments i.e. the adjustment to regulatory
capital for fair valued instruments. Whilst public disclosure is not required LBG chose to include the quantitative
impact of this adjustment in the reconciliation.
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Extract: Lloyds Banking Group, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Business review, Risk management, page 120

Disclosure of risk weighted assets
The disclosure of RWAs by business divisions is also considered good practice as it shows where capital consumption
is distributed within a group. All of the banks surveyed disclosed RWAs by business segment or geography. An
example is included from the RBS annual report where this is included in the quantitative results of each respective
business division, the extract below is for the RBS Retail business division.

Extract: RBS Group, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Business review, page 63
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The disclosure of movements in RWAs is also a useful tool for investors. Banks are struggling to raise core tier one
equity capital in current market conditions, and therefore are targeting RWA deductions as the primary tool to meet
higher capital ratio targets. A clear explanation of such movements was provided by LBG.

Extract: Lloyds Banking Group, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Business review, Risk management, page 121

The impact of Basel III
All of the banks surveyed mention the introduction of Basel III as part of the business review, due to the significant
impact that this new regulation will have, once fully adopted by the European Union (EU). The level of commentary
appears to be reduced compared to the prior year. However the banks surveyed refer to this as part of their
principal risk considerations given the uncertainty over the exact nature of the final EU adoption of Basel III in the
Capital Requirements Directive/Capital Requirements Regulation. Santander included this as part of the commentary
on the impact of regulatory capital and liquidity requirements.

Extract: Santander UK plc 2011 Annual Report: Shareholder information, Risk factors, page 281
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All banks included qualitative statements on the
potential impact of Basel III. In addition four of the
banks surveyed, provided further information on the
quantitative impact of Basel III on their core tier one
ratios, compared to five of the six banks that produced
quantitative analysis in their 2010 annual reports.
Two of the banks disclosed this in terms of the change
to core tier one ratio at the proposed implementation
date of 1 January 2013 whereas the other two banks
refer to the day 1 RWA increase as a result of higher risk
weighted assets for counterparty credit risk. Basel III
introduces tougher measures to the quality of capital
(capital resources) and the capital requirements that
banks are obliged to meet. However, the changes to the
quality of capital are phased in over a five to ten year
period, whereas the requirements for RWA are applicable
in full from the 1 January 2013 implementation date
hence it is understandable why banks have focused on
providing disclosure on the RWA impact in their 2011
annual reports. As all of the adjustments to core tier one
capital resources are to happen over a five year ‘phase
in’ period it is unsurprising that banks should solely
consider the RWA impact as at 1 January 2013.

An example of the disclosure is extracted from the RBS
annual report.
Extract: RBS Group, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Business review, Risk and
balance sheet management, page 115

Further useful information is disclosed by HSBC which
provided additional information on the actions
management is taking to reduce the negative impact
of Basel III on its core tier one ratio.
Extract: HSBC Holdings plc, Annual Report 2011: Report of the
Directors, Operating and Financial Review, Capital, page 213
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The disclosure of other Basel III measures
As Basel III has also introduced minimum liquidity standards some additional disclosure is provided in this area in the
annual reports. This included information on the LCR, the NSFR and the Leverage Ratio.
Barclays specifically disclosed it currently meets the Basel III minimum leverage ratio

Extract: Barclays plc, Annual Report 2011: Risk management, Funding risk – Capital, page 138

Three of the banks surveyed also disclosed their current LCR and NSFR against the mandated Basel III level.
Examples from Barclays and Standard Chartered are shown below.

Extract: Barclays plc, Annual Report 2011: Risk management, Funding risk – Capital, page 143

Extract: Standard Chartered plc, Annual Report 2011: Operating and financial review, Risk review, page 82
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Further consideration of the enhanced liquidity and
funding disclosures is included in the section on
‘Liquidity and funding’ of this survey.
Comment
The reconciliation that banks provided between
accounting and regulatory capital in their 2011 annual
reports has become more consistent between the
banks, and the disclosure of the source of quantitative
differences between IFRS provisioning and Basel models
is particularly insightful.

Given the uncertainty over the final EU adoption of the
Basel III requirements there are some differences in the
level of granularity provided by the banks of the impact
of the regulatory and capital changes. As the impact of
the requirements begins to be phased in we expect that
there will be further disclosure of the quantitative
impact of these new capital requirements in addition to
commentary linking this to the overall management
strategies of these institutions.

Basel III introduces a significant increase in the number
of regulatory adjustments to accounting capital which
will make it difficult to produce disclosures in a concise
format, especially with the many grandfathering and
‘phasing in’ provisions.
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Risk disclosures

Background
The financial crisis highlighted the importance of
understanding the risks faced by banks. High quality
disclosures of a bank’s risk exposures and management
practices to address them are critical for stakeholders to
assess the business and the quality of its management.
Since the financial crisis, UK bank risk disclosures have
evolved and 2011 annual reports have seen further
improvement in this area, with additional disclosure on
key risks most relevant to current market conditions
such as liquidity and funding risks, loans subject to
forbearance, and sovereign debt exposures.
For UK listed entities the requirements to consider
principal risks and uncertainties and the risk
identification and mitigation of these risks are included
within several sources including: the Companies Act, as
part of the Reporting Statement Operating and
Financial Review issued by the Accounting Standards
Board, the Listing Rules, the FSA Disclosure and
Transparency Rules, the Combined Code and IFRS 7.
There has also been a significant volume of work on the
quality of bank risk disclosures in the aftermath of the
financial crisis.
• The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England &
Wales (ICAEW) report Audit of banks: lessons from
the crisis published in June 2010. One of the report’s
main findings was that prior to the crisis, relevant risk
information was often provided in banks’ annual
reports but it was not easy to understand nor indeed
to find. This was because risk information was found
in many parts of the annual report, such as the
operating and financial review at the front of the
report and in various parts of the notes to the
accounts in the back part of the report.

• The FSB’s Thematic Review on Risk Disclosure
Practices March 2011 published a thematic review of
risk disclosures making recommendations for areas for
improvement and focus such as improvements in
areas of uncertainty, the timeliness of disclosures and
disclosures to enable comparability.
Overall comments
A key feature of the improvements in risk disclosures in
the UK has been that most have been market or
regulatory driven rather than specifically required by
accounting standards. This has been influenced by the
BBA’s Code (‘the Code’) for financial reporting
disclosure. The Code was developed with input from
the large UK banks and the Nationwide Building Society
(Nationwide). The overarching principle of the Code
was the commitment by the banks to provide highquality, meaningful and decision-useful disclosures to
users of accounts to enable them to understand the
financial position and performance of the institution.
The Code was drafted partly in response to the FSA’s
desire to see enhanced financial reporting disclosures
by banks and other credit institutions.
An assessment of the disclosures on liquidity and
funding risks, sovereign debt risk and forbearance have
been reviewed in separate sections of this survey and
therefore this section considers the following areas of
disclosure:
• The overall presentation of risk information;
• An explanation of the bank’s risk profile and risk
appetite; and
• The approach to the management of risk.
Detailed findings

• A briefing report by Philip Linsley, published by ICAEW
in 2011, on UK bank risk disclosures in the period
through to the onset of the financial crisis looked at
the risk disclosures in the annual accounts of 8 large
UK banks for the seven years between 2002 and
2008. One of the key findings in this report was that
over the period of the review, risk disclosures in bank
accounts before the credit crisis gave little idea of the
impending problems that many banks were to
experience but that following the crisis risk disclosures
did improve.
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Presentation of risk disclosures
There has been significant development in the analysis
of risks that might affect an institution. Prior to the
crisis there was little in the way of these types of
disclosure and a critique that the information was
difficult to understand because it was presented in
different parts of the annual report. In more recent
annual reports such disclosures are common and in
some cases very comprehensive. Communicating such
information clearly is important and effective
presentation can enhance the transparency of
disclosures.

All of the banks surveyed have a specific risk section in
the annual report. The structure of these sections follow
a consistent theme covering the overall management of
risk and risk profile of the banks, a summary of risk
factors and detailed disclosures on certain risk areas
specifically market risk, credit risk and funding and
liquidity risks.
The HSBC annual report included a helpful content
summary at the beginning of the risk section. Each sub
section also breaks down the specific information
covered.

Risk profile
Providing an overview of the management of risk is
important and this also needs to be understood in the
context of each of the banks’ strategies and risk profile.
Whilst all the banks surveyed included references to the
risk profile within discussions of certain risk areas only
some of the banks included an overall risk profile
summary. Standard Chartered included an overview of
its risk profile at the beginning of the risk section of its
annual report.

Extract: Standard Chartered plc, Annual Report 2011: Operating and financial review,
Risk review, page 50
Extract: HSBC Holdings plc Annual Report 2011: Report of
the Directors, Operating and Financial Review, Risk, page
98 and 104
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Extract: RBS Group, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Our business and our strategy, page 17

Risk appetite is often quoted by organisations, financial
and non-financial, but it is rarely articulated in annual
reports. The UK banks surveyed provided a good
example on disclosing what risk appetite means and
how this aligns to the firm’s strategic plans. An example
is extracted from RBS which disclosed a summary of the
bank’s risk appetite in the context of the overall strategy
of the bank. Additional information on risk appetite is
then highlighted in more detail in the business review
section for each of the bank’s respective business
divisions.
The management of risk
All the banks disclose the governance structure for the
management of risk. The Santander example shows the
key reporting lines in pictorial format providing a
succinct way of presenting this information. The role of
each principal committee is then described in
subsequent narrative.

Extract: Santander UK plc 2011 Annual Report: Business and Financial Review, Risk Management Report, page 66
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The governance structure is also then described in the context of the bank’s principal risks.

Extract: Santander UK plc 2011 Annual Report: Business and Financial Review, Risk Management Report, page 72

The narrative approach to describing the management of risk is different between the six banks. Some of the
institutions provided an explanation of the external risk factors impacting the bank and how these are managed
whilst other banks explained the internal processes used to evaluate and manage risk.
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HSBC are an example of the former. In explaining credit risk in their US personal lending business the HSBC
disclosure summarises the relevant macroeconomic factors and how this impacts the bank.

Extract: HSBC Holdings plc, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Operating and financial review, Risk, page 124
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Santander adopt a more internal focus explaining their internal processes and management responses. An example
is provided from the qualitative sections of the bank’s credit risk disclosure for their corporate banking business.

Extract: Santander UK plc 2011 Annual Report: Business and Financial Review, Risk Management Report, Credit risk,
pages 103, 105 and 106
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Extract: Santander UK plc 2011 Annual Report: Business and Financial Review, Risk Management Report, Credit risk, pages 103, 105
and 106 (continued from previous page)
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The disclosure of the management culture and approach to risk is less detailed than the disclosures of structures in
place to manage risk. Commercial sensitivities will mean certain disclosures and metrics are not provided however it
is vital that investors and regulators comprehend the way this feeds into the operations of a bank’s strategy. There is
some disclosure of the behavioural considerations in the banks surveyed but the detail varies.
Barclays disclose the involvement of risk functions in the assessment of the businesses performance and future plans
and then further explain their risk appetite and how this is set and reviewed within each of the business activities.
Examples are provided for more specific areas in terms of managing down risk. An example is included below for
the bank’s commercial and property finance and construction portfolios.

Extract: Barclays plc, Annual Report 2011: Risk management, page 71 and 72
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Extract: Barclays plc, Annual Report 2011: Risk management, page 71 and 72 (continued from previous page)
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Comment
The quantum of bank risk information has increased
over the last few years and detailed risk disclosures read
more like a risk section in a prospectus but the
information clearly highlights the risks faced by the
bank and provides a good summary of what can go
wrong for the organisation. The disclosures in respect
of business strategy, risk profile and risk appetite will
help a broad range of users understand better the
institution’s business. However risk disclosure can be a
complex issue and it is inappropriate to prescribe a
standard form or length because risk narratives should
reflect the internal risk discussions that occur in each
bank, and these will differ from bank to bank. Further
disclosures will continue to evolve in the light of
initiatives such as the FSB’s project to improve risk
disclosures in financial institutions and the Sharman
report on going concern and liquidity risks. Future
events are always likely to generate demands on banks
to publish additional information to allow the market to
assess their impact on an individual institution. Where
this occurs it does not necessarily mean a deficiency in
past risk reporting but will probably reflect the inability
to predict the future.
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Critical accounting policies and key
sources of estimation uncertainty
Background
The disclosure of critical accounting policies and key
sources of estimation uncertainty provides valuable
information to users of financial statements. For banks,
estimates and judgements in determining loan
provisioning, goodwill, financial instrument valuation
adjustments and deferred tax can have a significant
impact on results. Therefore it is important that the
users of the accounts understand the judgements
management has made in the application of certain
accounting policies.
The existing requirements for the disclosure of critical
accounting policies and key sources of estimation are
contained within IAS 1 which requires:
• a summary of significant accounting policies or other
notes to disclose the judgements that management
has made, in the process of applying the entity’s
accounting policies that have the most significant
effect on the amounts recognised in the financial
statements (IAS 1:122).
• the notes to the accounts to disclose information
about assumptions concerning the future, and other
major sources of estimation uncertainty at the end of
the reporting period, that have a significant risk of
causing material adjustment to the carrying amount
of assets and liabilities within the next financial year
(IAS 1:125).

Overall comments
Given the length of bank annual reports presenting this
information in a clear manner enables a user to focus
on the key areas that impact a bank’s results.
There is consistency between the banks on the areas of
judgement identified however the level of detail varies
depending on the relative importance and materiality of
these balances to the business. An interesting
development in the 2011 annual reports is how
institutions have presented these disclosures with
linkages to other areas of the annual report. In addition
there are developing areas of disclosure as a result of
current market scrutiny such as loan forbearance and
PPI. The greater prominence of this information and
disclosures on specific focus areas is undoubtedly
helpful to the users of the annual report. The focus of
our review has covered:
• the presentation of key accounting policies and
sources of estimation uncertainty;
• areas of key sources of estimation uncertainty
including emerging issues; and
• the disclosure of governance processes relating to the
application of accounting policies
Detailed findings
Presentation
IAS 1 makes it clear that the disclosures of particular
judgements that management make in applying
accounting policies are separate to the disclosures
required regarding sources of estimation uncertainty.
However entities often adopt a combined approach to
providing this information.
Critical accounting policies
For the majority of banks in our survey, the critical
accounting policies applied in the period were
presented in a separate note or as a sub section within
the accounting policies note of the financial statements.
One exception to this approach was HSBC who
included their critical accounting policies within the
Operating and Financial Review.
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Extract: HSBC Holdings plc, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Report of the Directors, Operating and Financial Review,
page 38

Barclays have also adopted a different approach to the overall presentation of the accounting policies in their 2011
annual report, providing the description of the policy with the actual note containing the detailed disclosure
including areas where sources of estimation uncertainty have arisen. This enables consideration of financial
information in the context of the underlying accounting policy.
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Extract: Barclays plc, Annual Report 2011: Notes to the financial statements, page 224

Key sources of estimation uncertainty
The details of the nature of the assumption or estimation uncertainty along with the inherent sensitivities are usually
shown within the note or cross referenced to more detailed disclosure notes, particularly in respect of items such as
impairment on loans and advances and the fair value of financial instruments.
Given the level of detail contained with such policies Standard Chartered provided a useful example of explaining
which balances involve key sources of estimation uncertainty with a specific cross reference to where the more
detailed information on that balance is disclosed.
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Extract: Standard Chartered plc, Annual Report 2011: Notes
to the financial statements, page 170

The example of the Barclays Available for Sale note
on the previous page presents this information with
the related note.
For the banks surveyed the sensitivities inherent in such
assumptions are on the most part included in the risk
management section of the annual report. For example
Standard Chartered provided the relevant disclosures on
significant accounting estimates and judgements for
loan loss provisioning within the Risk review section of
their annual report and Santander and LBG also
reference further information about sensitivities to
market risk in the Risk Management Report when
considering the critical accounting policies and areas of
significant management judgement in relation to the
valuation of financial instruments. This is considered in
further detail in the section below on ‘Key sources of
significant accounting judgement and estimation
uncertainty’.

Key sources of significant accounting judgement
and estimation uncertainty
Areas most commonly identified and disclosed as key
sources of estimation uncertainty or critical accounting
estimates or judgements were as follows:

Area/subject matter
Impairment of loans and advances
Fair value of financial instruments
Taxation
Retirement benefit obligations
Provisions for liabilities and charges
Goodwill impairment
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Impairment of loans and advances
Impairment allowances or provisions for loans and advances are generally made up of two components, those
determined individually and those determined collectively. All banks reviewed disclosed details of the collective and
individual impairment methodologies used. These disclosures were fairly consistent. An area of disclosure that
continues to improve is the impact on provisions had alternative assumptions been applied.
LBG identified the determination of individual impairment allowances as an area that requires considerable
judgement by management due to various factors. In addition they highlighted the sensitivities inherent in the
collective impairment allowances.

Extract: Lloyds Banking Group, Annual Report and Group Accounts 2011: Notes to the consolidated financial statement, critical
accounting estimates and judgements, page 228
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Santander disclosed the range of outcomes calculated in determining the appropriate impairment loss allowance for
loans and advances to customers had management applied different assumptions.

Extract: Santander UK plc 2011 Annual Report: Notes to the Financial Statements, page 185

A focus area for impairment judgements in 2011 was in
relation to forbearance activities. This is considered
further in the section on ‘Loan impairment’ disclosures
earlier in this survey.
Fair value of financial instruments
All banks acknowledge that determining the fair value
of financial instruments, and in particular the use of
valuation techniques, involves significant judgement and
estimation uncertainty. The section on ‘Financial
instrument valuation’ of this survey reviews the
disclosure for financial instruments.

Retirement benefit obligations
Accounting for defined benefit schemes requires
management to make certain actuarial assumptions,
primarily with regard to the calculation of scheme
liabilities. A good example of disclosures in respect of
retirement benefits was from Santander who included
sensitivity analyses in relation to the key assumptions to
demonstrate the impact that any changes in
assumptions would have on the reported numbers.

Taxation
Deferred tax and the recoverability of any deferred tax
assets is also an area of estimation uncertainty or
accounting judgement for most of the banks surveyed.
This has been an area of regulatory focus given the
volatility of bank earnings and the ability to recover
such assets depending on future profitability.
The disclosures in this area are considered in the section
on ‘Other disclosure focus areas’.
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Extract: Santander UK plc 2011 Annual Report: Notes to the Financial Statements, page 236
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Provisions for liabilities and charges
Provisions are liabilities of uncertain timing or amount
and are recognised when there is a present obligation
as a result of a past event, the outflow of economic
benefit is probable and the outflow can be estimated
reliably. Management judgement is involved in
determining whether an obligation exists, and in
estimating the probability, timing and amount of any
outflows. Consequently determining the amount of a
provision often requires a significant level of estimation.
For many banks this year, one of the key items giving
rise to the recognition of provisions is for redress of PPI
mis-selling. Barclays provided detail of the assumptions
used with an indication of the key drivers of uncertainty
in determining the level of provision recognised. Further
consideration of the disclosures made by banks in
relation to PPI is included in the section on ‘Other
disclosure focus areas’.

We expect other areas to emerge in 2012 disclosures
given recent statements on regulatory investigations in
other areas such as the London Interbank Borrowing rate
(LIBOR) and interest rate swap mis-selling to small and
medium sized enterprises so management will need to
continue to ensure appropriate information is provided.
Goodwill impairment
Determining whether goodwill is impaired requires an
estimation of the value in use of the cash-generating units
to which goodwill has been allocated. The value in use
calculation requires an entity to estimate the future cash
flows expected to arise from the cash-generating unit and
a suitable discount rate in order to calculate present value.
HSBC identified goodwill impairment as a critical
accounting policy and described further the key
assumptions used to assess goodwill for impairment
and the sensitivity of goodwill to changes in those key
assumptions. An extract of these disclosures is provided
below.

Extract: HSBC Holdings plc, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Notes on the financial statements, page 373
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Extract: HSBC Holdings plc, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Notes on the financial statements, page 373 (continued
from previous page)
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A growing area of interest relates to the use of forecast information in areas of estimation uncertainty linked to
other areas where management utilise forecast information so there is consistency across the assumptions used in
other parts of the business. Santander provided additional information about how it has updated its models and the
basis of its calculations of value in use for the year linked to its future plans that have been prepared for regulatory
purposes.
Extract: Santander UK plc 2011 Annual Report: Notes to the Financial Statements, page 217

Governance processes related to the application of accounting policies
An increasing area of scrutiny is the governance process of the application of accounting policies and sources of
estmation uncertainty and the challenge for example of audit committees. A development in 2011 annual reports is
more detailed audit committee or risk committee reporting and where specific reviews of management’s accounting
policies has been performed. An example is included from the RBS annual report which disclosed the accounting
policies and key areas of judgement considered by the audit committee during the period.
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Extract: RBS Group, Annual Report and Accounts 2011:
Governance, Report of the Group Audit Committee, page 264

Barclays also disclosed specific transactions reviewed by
the audit committee as part of the review of key areas
of management judgement.
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Extract: Barclays plc Annual Report 2011: Corporate
governance report, Board Audit Committee Chairman’s
Report, page 41

Comment
Disclosure of critical accounting policies and key
sources of estimation uncertainty provides
valuable information to users of financial statements.
An interesting change in 2011 has been adopted by
one of the banks is the disclosure of key accounting
policies and the impact of estimates and uncertainty
with the underlying note. This arguably enables the
reader of the accounts to assess these areas in a more
user friendly manner albeit other banks on the most
part continue to use cross references to help link such
disclosures. The areas identified for further disclosure
have also developed during 2011 with further detail
provided for example on forbearance assumptions and
PPI provisioning assumptions. In addition there has
been increased focus on the governance processes and
challenge made by management and including this
information in the annual report.
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Other disclosure focus areas

Background
As discussed in previous sections of this survey there are
other areas of focus for UK banks in their 2011 annual
reports specifically where it is perceived that users of
banks’ annual reports would benefit from enhanced
and comparable disclosures. These include:

The location of these disclosures in the annual report is
different. Some of the banks surveyed have chosen to
split the PPI provision disclosure from the commentary
in the front end of the annual report whilst others have
chosen to keep PPI related disclosures in one note to
the financial statements.

• PPI;

Generally, banks provided disclosures on the nature and
amount of the provision, key assumptions and associated
sensitivities. The quality of disclosures around these
judgemental areas of the provision and the sensitivity
of the provision to those assumptions varied across the
banks. Barclays’ disclosure was a good example where
detail was provided on key assumptions as well as the
sensitivity of the provision to the assumption which was
the most significant driver.

• The Bank Levy;
• Deferred tax assets; and
• The Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS);
The increased disclosure in this area has been driven by
regulatory guidance and industry response through the
BBA. In general all the banks have provided more
disclosure in these areas.
Detailed findings
Payment protection insurance
PPI became an area of focus when provisions increased
significantly following the outcome of certain judicial
reviews and court decisions in early 2011. Therefore, it
is no surprise that significantly more detail relating to
PPI provisions has been included in the 2011 annual
reports when compared to the prior year.

Extract: Barclays plc Annual Report 2011: Notes to the financial statement, pages 246 and 247
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Information relating to PPI provisioning and the legal history behind the provisioning has been included to different
degrees. One of the more detailed disclosures was included by Santander, to assist the users of the financial
statements in understanding PPI and the necessity for a provision.
Extract: Santander UK plc 2011 Annual Report: Notes to the Financial Statements, page 230

The Bank Levy
The Bank Levy is a new tax based on bank balance sheets introduced by the Finance Act 2011 and was effective on
1 January 2011. As such, the year to 31 December 2011 is the first chargeable period to which the levy applies.
Whilst most banks surveyed included the expected impact of the levy in their 2010 annual reports, the 2011annual
reports on the most part included more disclosure.
For the banks surveyed there were differences in the level of detail about the background and the basis of the
charge included in the annual reports. Comprehensive disclosures were made by RBS and Santander, who included
very similar wording about the Bank Levy. The RBS example is shown on the next page.
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Extract: RBS Group, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Notes on the consolidated accounts, page 329

The location of the Bank Levy disclosures within the
annual report varied between banks. Barclays included a
separate Bank Levy note, RBS included the disclosure in
the operating expenses note and Santander within the
provision note, whereas HSBC, LBG and Standard
Chartered chose to disclose the amount within the
financial statements and notes and include further
details of the charge within the glossary.
Reference to the Bank Levy was also included in other
areas of the annual report. For example the HSBC
Chairman’s statement included details about the cost of
the levy per ordinary share. Additionally, HSBC included
details of bank levies introduced in other countries and
their cost to the group within the operating review.

Extract: HSBC Holdings plc, Annual Report and Accounts
2011: Group Chairman’s Statement, page 5

Extract: HSBC Holdings plc, Annual Report and Accounts
2011: Operating and Financial Review, page 103

Deferred tax assets
As a result of the statutory losses of some of the UK
banks in recent years the basis of recognition of
deferred tax assets is of particular interest to users of
the financial statements.
The disclosure requirements on deferred tax assets are
contained within IAS 12: Income Taxes (IAS 12).
In addition the FSA believes that it is important that if
a firm recognises a deferred tax asset that represents in
part or wholly unrelieved tax losses that are being
carried forward against future profits, it should provide
high quality disclosures that enable users to understand
the basis for and quality of that asset. This includes
disclosures about recovery period, assumptions and
headroom but will sometimes involve providing more
information about the pattern of recovery and the use
of forecasts.
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The most extensive disclosures were provided by Barclays. Disclosures included information of the regions and
businesses where deferred tax assets had been recognised and the key assumptions used to recognise these assets
including recovery period, the basis for profit forecasts and the impact of the recognition of deferred tax assets if
there was a reduction in expected profit.

Extract: Barclays plc, Annual Report 2011: Notes to the financial statements, pages 214 to 215
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Financial services compensation scheme
The FSCS was set up under the Financial Services and Markets Act. FSCS was set up to provide compensation for
customers of authorised financial services firms in the event of insolvency and is funded by levies on firms authorised
by the FSA, including banks. Whilst FSCS is not a new provision in the current year this continues to be an area of
specific disclosure in banks’ annual reports.
Disclosure around FSCS is broadly consistent across the banks surveyed. The disclosure includes some information
about the scheme and its effect on the bank. RBS included a good level of detail about the background behind the
FSCS.

Extract: RBS Group, Annual Report and Accounts 2011: Notes on the consolidated accounts, page 401

The banks surveyed also disclosed details about the terms of the charges in relation to the scheme and the factors
that may cause the charge to change. Santander included a qualitative statement on the basis of the charge and the
reasons why the impact of the levy may differ in subsequent periods.

Extract: Santander UK plc 2011 Annual Report: Notes to the Financial Statements, page 223
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Comment
As the banking industry continues to come under
scrutiny there will continue to be new areas of focus
which demand specific attention in financial statements.
It is important that these disclosures contain sufficient
information for the users of the financial statements to
allow comparability across the banks and to also
understand the key drivers of the recognition of certain
assets and liabilities and the extent to which these are
sensitive to management judgements and assumptions.
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Length of annual reports

Background
UK banks and other financial statement preparers have
acknowledged that there is a push to make annual
reports more useful to the user of the accounts. Whilst
the annual report remains the responsibility of a
company and its board of directors the guidance on
what should be included comes from a number of
bodies. UK listed banks have to comply with numerous
requirements such as the Disclosure Transparency
Directive, Listing Rules, company law, financial reporting
standards and the Corporate Governance Code.
In addition further requirements are imposed if the
entity has an overseas listing which is applicable to a
majority of the main UK banks.

The FRC report ‘Cutting Clutter: Combating Clutter in
Annual Reports’ published in April 2011, noted the
following:

A balance needs to be found between providing
sufficient information and reducing the clutter in annual
reports. There is bias in corporate reporting
enforcement to focus on what is included rather than
what is not included and therefore there can be a
tendency to provide information in volume that when
included with other disclosures could prove to be a
distraction from the core messages. In addition, there
are significant additional amounts of information
provided outside annual reports, for example through
results presentations, stock exchange trading updates
and regulatory disclosures such as Basel II Pillar 3
requirements which are often disclosed on a bank’s
website. There continues to be debate as whether to
incorporate some of these disclosures in the annual
report.

The report made the following recommendations:

“Clutter makes it more difficult for users to assess a
company’s progress by obscuring relevant information.
Due to the time and effort involved in preparing such
disclosures, clutter is also a big issue for preparers.
The FRC’s publication ‘Louder than Words’ identified
clutter in annual reports as a problem because key
messages are getting lost. Respondents agreed. Louder
than Words noted that, “generally, if regulations
require a disclosure, it goes in the report – regardless
of the materiality or importance to the business.”

1. Call for Actions to reduce barriers by:
• Encouraging continuing debate around what
materiality means from a disclosure perspective.
• Investigate how to tackle longstanding explanatory
material in printed annual reports.
• Engage with other stakeholders around their
information requests.
2. Addressing behaviours: the FRC investigation believes
that one of the main causes for the level of information
is behavioural because the guidance issued by various
bodies focuses on what to include rather than what
can be left out.
3. Disclosure aids in some common areas of excessive
disclosure may be helpful for preparers. These aids
covered: governance, accounting policies and share
based payments.

Length of Annual Report (2010 – 2011)
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Overall comments
There is a considerable discrepancy between the lengths
of the annual reports for the 6 main UK banks surveyed
from Standard Chartered whose annual report is 264 to
the RBS annual report that is almost twice the length at
487 pages. The length of reports increased significantly
between 2010 and 2011 for all banks except Barclays
whose length remained similar to the prior year.
The increase in the length of the remaining 5 banks
ranged from 3% to 26%. The average increase in
length between 2010 and 2011 was found to be 11%
and was largely due to the market turmoil and
additional disclosures required as a result of the specific
impact this has had on banks.

Five out of six of the banks increased the length of their
annual report. A significant proportion of this increase
was due to the length of the business review or
operating and financial review sections of the reports.
There were limited changes to IFRS in the current
reporting period and therefore the increased disclosure
has arisen from the specific areas of interest arising
from current market conditions and increased demand
from local and international regulatory bodies in areas
such as sovereign debt risk, liquidity and funding risk
and forbearance and impairment.

Proportional increase in size of published annual reports (2010-2011)
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Detailed findings
The increase in overall length of the published annual reports was attributable to an
increase in both the length of the front section of the annual report and the financial
statements. An analysis of the various components and the differences between 2011
and 2010 is show below.
Content of annual reports (2010-2011)

Comment
The industry, regulators and standard setters have a key
role to play in helping to cut clutter by guarding against
the imposition of unnecessary new disclosures and
ensuring requirements are not formulaic but can be
applied by preparers in a manner that recognises the
differences in the complex operations of banks.
Different users will have different information needs
and therefore there will continue to be a need to
balance these competing requirements.
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Whilst there are numerous compulsory elements for
annual reports the current economic environment
means that additional information is expected to be
addressed in the financial statements. This may also
include statements that some areas are not relevant or
material as highlighted from the standard chartered
disclosure on euro sovereign risk in the section on
‘Sovereign debt risk’ disclosures. Comments from both
supervisors and companies underline the potential
challenge faced between the compliance requirements
of financial reporting standards and providing clear
information in areas that warrant greater prominence.
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Overview, business, operating and financial review

Governance

Financial Statements and notes

Other information
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Glossary
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BBA

British Bankers’ Authority

Barclays

Barclays plc

CDS

Credit default swap

CRE

Commercial Real Estate

CVA

Credit Valuation Adjustment

DVA

Debit Valuation Adjustment
The adjustment for the incorporation of
a bank’s own credit into derivative
valuations

IASB

International Accounting Standards
Board

ICAEW

The Institute of Chartered Accountants
in England & Wales

IFRS

International Financial Reporting
Standards

IFRS 7

IFRS 7: Financial Instruments: Disclosures

IPV

Independent Price Verification

LBG

Lloyds Banking Group plc

ECB

European Central Bank

LCR

Liquidity Coverage Ratio

EDTF

The Enhanced Disclosure Task Force of
the Financial Stability Board

LBG

Lloyds Banking Group

LIBOR

London Interbank Borrowing Rate

ESMA

European Securities and Market
Authority

LTRO

Long-Term Refinancing Operation

EU

European Union

LTV

Loan-to-value

FPC

The Bank of England Financial Policy
Committee

Nationwide

Nationwide Building Society

NSFR

Net Stable Funding Ratio

FRC

Financial Reporting Council
OTC

Over the Counter

FSA

Financial Services Authority
P&L

Profit & Loss

FSB

Financial Stability Board
PPI

Payment Protection Insurance

FSCS

Financial Services Compensation Scheme
RBS

The Royal Bank of Scotland Group plc

G20

Forum for international cooperation on
aspects of the international economic
and financial agenda.
The G20 includes 19 country members
and the European Union.

RWA

Risk Weighted Assets

Santander

Santander UK plc

SEC

Securities and Exchange Commission

Standard
Chartered

Standard Chartered plc

UK

United Kingdom

US

United States of America

HSBC

HSBC Holdings plc

IAS 1

IAS 1: Presentation of Financial
Statements

IAS 12

IAS 12: Income Taxes

IAS 39

IAS 39: Financial instruments:
Recognition and Measurement
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